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I. DEFINITIONS

“euthanasia” = 

“a deliberate intervention undertaken with the express  
intention of ending a life to relieve intractable suffering”.  

(Walton Committee, 1994)



The active, intentional ending of a patient’s life;

by a physician (or nurse practitioner);

because death is thought to benefit the patient.



voluntary (VAE) 

non-voluntary (NVAE)

involuntary (IVAE)

unrequested (UAE)



“physician-assisted suicide” =

the intentional assistance by a physician (or nurse 
practitioner) in a patient’s suicide, because it is thought 
death will benefit the patient



“assisted dying”: popular but vague

“passive euthanasia” ? (withholding or withdrawing life-
prolonging treatment or tube-feeding with intent to 
hasten death)



II. THE LAW

(i) (a) Anglo-American law: VAE is murder; PAS is assisting suicide

(b) law allows medical conduct which foreseeably shortens life

(c) 9 US jurisdictions allow PAS, & Canada allows VAE & PAS 

(ii) Europe       

VAE & PAS generally illegal, but the Netherlands, Belgium & 
Luxembourg permit VAE & PAS; Switzerland permits AS

(iii) Bases of the prohibition: inviolability of life, & concern about abuse



III. THE ETHICAL DEBATE ABOUT 
LEGALIZATION IN “HARD CASES” 

1. Autonomy?

2. Beneficence/Compassion?

3. Foreseen = intended death?

4. Public Opinion?



IV. IS EFFECTIVE LEGAL CONTROL FEASIBLE?

“Yes”: Professor Glanville Williams

V.

“No”: Professor Yale Kamisar  



THE “SLIPPERY SLOPE” ARGUMENTS

(i) the “empirical” argument:

intractable problems of drafting & enforcement

(ii) the “logical” argument: 

(a) the ethical case for PAS (autonomy & beneficence) is equally a 
case for VAE and  

(b) if euthanasia can benefit those who ask for it (VAE) it can 
equally benefit those who cannot (NVAE). The absence of 
autonomy does not cancel the duty of beneficence 



TWO LEGAL MODELS: The Netherlands & Oregon

Does either model avoid either slope?



V. THE DUTCH MODEL 

The law requires:

• an “explicit request” by the patient, who is

• “suffering unbearably” and for whom VAE/PAS is a “last resort”  &

• the doctor must consult an independent doctor beforehand, and 
report the case to a review committee afterwards



The debate about the Dutch Experience

Professor John Griffiths:   

(from intrinsically ineffective to now 

a well-developed system of control)

v.

Dr Neil Gorsuch (VAE to NVAE) 

Dr Theo Boer 

AS for those with “completed lives”



VI . THE OREGON MODEL

The law, which is limited to PAS, requires:

• two oral requests, and a written, witnessed request

• two medical approvals

• a “terminal disease” 

• the “attending physician” to report the case to the OHA



The debate about the Oregon experience:

Professor Margaret Battin

(low numbers, no evidence of abuse…)

v.

Professor Alexander Capron

(safeguards are largely illusory; law invites extension…)

Professors Herbert Hendin & Kathleen Foley

Carter  v. Canada (Attorney-General) (2015)

v.

Fleming v. Ireland (Attorney-General) (2013)



VII. DEVELOPMENTS IN SOME OTHER JURISDICTIONS

• CANADA

• IRELAND

• THE UK

• AUSTRALIA   



CONCLUSIONS

• The euthanasia debate is, and will remain, one of the most 
important debates in bioethics

• Central to the debate about legalization is the feasibility of effective 
control: can the empirical & logical slippery slopes be avoided?

• Whether the Dutch legal model or the Oregon legal model avoids 
either slope is disputed
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